AGRICULTURE

CONSTRUCTION

HANDLING...

AND DIGGING...

New Holland Construction has been at the forefront of the construction
industry since 1895 from developing the first hydraulic excavator to
designing their highly successful skid steer loaders of which they have
sold over 200,000 worldwide. The company's green technologies continue
to pave the way in modern construction. Compact excavators and backhoes are ideal for tight working quarters while the skid steer loaders,
track or wheeled loaders and compact loaders all finish off a job’s
landscaping and material handling work.

When it comes to high quality, durable machinery
for lifting, handling and excavating, T H WHITE has
always recognised that every farmer or construction
professional faces a different set of challenges. To
ensure you can benefit from just the right machine for
your needs we have always aimed to stock and supply
the widest possible range from our brand partners
Manitou and New Holland...

There is a strong cross-over between many agricultural and
construction applications, so here we showcase some of the
most popular and capable machines designed for both areas.
Remember though that we can supply any machine from the
Manitou or New Holland handling and construction line-ups,
so call your local rep today who will be able to advise you on
the many choices available.

We supply the following New Holland models:
Backhoe Loaders: B100C, B110C, B115C
Mini Excavators: E17C, E18C, E26C, E33C, E37C, E57C, E60C
Wheel Loaders: W110D, W130D, W170D
Skid Steer Loaders and Compact Track Loaders: L213, L216, L218,
L220, L221, L230, C227, C238

Top: Manoeuvrability and driveability on rough terrain are some of
the many outstanding features of the Manitou Manitou MLA-T-533145v pivot steer telehandler, which will lift 5 tons to 5.2 metres.

FOR FULL DETAILS OF THE MANITOU AND NEW
HOLLAND TELEHANDLER AND CONSTRUCTION
RANGES, PLUS SOME GREAT FINANCE DEALS,
CONTACT EITHER YOUR T H WHITE REP OR OUR
MARLBOROUGH BRANCH ON 01672 512328

Left: Manitou's MLT630-105 is the perfect all-rounder for farm and
yard work with 3 ton lift and 6m reach. The 101hp Deutz engine
delivers ample working power and a 40kph road speed.
With origins going back to 1890, Manitou has been
producing agricultural telehandlers since 1989. The
popularity of the many configurations of these tough and
powerful machines today is evidenced by the fact that in
2015 the company passed
the milestone of producing
half a million machines.
The New Holland TH7.37 Elite
has a lifting capacity of 3,700kg
Right: The Manitou MLT741-140
and a reach of 7m combined with 46hp from a
is a 4,100kg capacity telehandler
4.5-litre Tier 4B engine. Manual, semi-auto and full
wit 6.9m lift height powered
auto transmission modes make it easy to tow
by a 136hp Deutz Tier 4
loads up to 20 tons.
engine. Its M-Vario Plus
continuously variable
transmission gives it a
road speed of 40kph.

Your first
stop for
telehandlers

Below Right: Developed with direct input
from farmers, the Manitou MLT840 is ideal
for arable and livestock work, in the yard
or on the road. The five speed gearbox can
be switched from manual to auto while on
the move.

5+55
@ 0%

on New Holland
TH telehandlers
until 30 June

The New
Holland
E37C compact
excavator is a
master of small
spaces but with
BIG digging
and grading
performance.

Above: Even the baby of the New Holland compact track
loader range, the L213 shown at work here, has the best class
dump height and reach in the business. The redesigned vertical
lift geometry of the SUPER BOOM® enables operators to
load material right in the centre of the truck bed. In addition,
its pivot point is very close to the machine’s centre of gravity,
resulting in exceptional stability of the machine at work.

Below: The Manitou MRT 2550 rotating
telehandler is three machines in one
(telehandler + crane + platform). This
machine handles loads of up to
4,999kg and performs operations at
heights up to 25 m. The
4-element boom, combined
with 360° rotation of the
turret allows you to perform
various operations without
moving the equipment.
The E-reco attachment
recognition system
lets you save time by
specifying the proper
work envelope
and enhances
security since it
automatically
detects any
overload.

Right: The MT625-109 is a
utility all-purpose machine
from Manitou's Construction
Telehandler range with 5.85m lift
and 2,500kg payload.
Below: New Holland's New C
Series backhoe loaders with Tier 4
Final certified engines deliver the
power and torque needed so you
can dig, load, trench or push faster,
while reducing the impact on the
environment. This is the B110C
backhoe loader.

Talk to us for
great prices on
new Manitou
telehandlers
or visit
thwhiteused.co.uk
for great second
hand deals

